


This is not the business of 
selling promises.

The Swirl
of Individual
Thought.

The Complexities of 
Group Dynamics.

Public trust is a mediating force. 

True mediation is healing through the transmutation of 
individual thought.

Discovering the middle-way
for groups and individuals towards a

betterment of their own surroundings.

Society building.
This is what we do.



Live Authentically

Shop Locally

Spread Good

Prioritize laws over 
legalities.

Reduce the abuse 
cycle on all fronts.

Restore the economy. 
Upgrade the citizenry.

By tying solutions to our
core fundamentals.

Please Join us, in growing public trust.  Long due after the
turmoil of the information age and furthering secret wars.

Reduces 
Systemic

Co-Dependence

Integrated for honesty, 
support

and accountability.

Micro-cultures can be 
created in ways which are too 

good for the world
to ignore.

Setting the stage for cities
to become independent as a step 

to global interdependence.

Full Acknowledgment
Does this read too elaborately or seem grandiose? What else should a goal be?  Why would we limit the goal, when we 

know the extent of the problem.  Moreover, the scale is simply the size of one city.  Thus it feels doable to us.
To improve the culture of just one city?

The question is what could one city do for its country if it were thusly improved?

We see abuse in all its forms, as corrosion on the societal engine. Keeping to this metaphor we believe we have found an 
element for the psyche.  One which can be used to remove the abuse and improve the system, simultaneously.

www.uneducatedphilosophy.ca
www.curtisbrothers.org


The new
concepts must 
first mirror the ones
which need to be
updated.

Although it looks similar,
the hubs are rooted in
centering goals.

TRANSMUTATION
When a society already working for corporate interests,

begins working for its own.

Security
Controls

Activities
of Commerce

Cultural
Halls

Research
& Development

Logistics &
ManufacturingHubs for

training

STEP 1:
BRIDGE
BUILDING
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We are seeking to transmute cultures of wrongdoing

Exploring old pathways and new models towards a society where goodness
is more than its own reward.  Its the culture.

By rooting our three entities into a character
fit for public trust. Live Authentically
becomes the centering hub, for a
revitalization of community.

Into cultures respected enough to be preserved

THROUGHOUT THE EXPERIENCE AGE



REASONS OF NECESSITY:
RESTORE PUBLIC TRUST



REASONS OF NECESSITY:
RESTORE PUBLIC TRUST

In the Experience Age:  True economic wealth will
come to localities, which are no longer blind to the
inter-connection of markets and adjust for the better.

The way to equality in justice is found
through equitable stability of the system. Modern day economics, is a 

measurement of behaviours, not a
measurement of wealth.



In�uences In Society
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Gen
Z

9+

In the past, with less life expectancy 
and less access to information. Entire 
generations could be steered through 
deceptions. Some individuals may have 
gone entire lifetimes before meeting 
true reflection points of their own 
character.  That was then.

This will be the first living group of
generations (known to history), to go

through an Experience Age.  One in which
the forces of control push economics

to the point in which enough surveillance
and observational tools will be available

for people to see through most deception.
The future is transparent and many people

will learn to look inward in order to function
more cohesively with the outside world.

A Sense of Duty

There will be a period of acceptance or denial.
The time of the transition in understanding

what is really happening culturally.  Is
individual.

A translation of frequencies is our best
description thus far for what will occur in

many individuals.

Once it has occurred, the necessity of
protecting the vulnerable.  Especially

those of the alpha generation from those
of your own generations and older, in order to
curb the tide sof abuse which have continued

since wars of humanity were exacerbated
in the nuclear age.

The time of choice is upon us.

The Mirror
It is unavoidable at this point. Starting with

the most high and it has already begun.
Many people who are living off of shady

accolades or the false hopes of others, will
through there own mechanisms be

forced to come to grips with fair consequence
as the science of mediation is perfected 

moving forward.

This will be facilitated through technology; and
yet for the psychological benefit of humanity.

Collectively figuring out what is next for the
species.  Mental and emotional bridges will be

required if healing is going to happen  for
individuals, famalies, corporations or other

groups.

Success and sustainability of our own
backyards is the goal, before deciding to

seed another ecosystem on some other land.

Character vs Identity:
Deception reached an all time high
during the secret wars, which occurred
during the period between the “official”
end of the cold wars and the global
pandemic.  Something strong enough
to create a polarization point within the 
wider culture of humanity.

The system, meaning the collective nervous
system of the public was pushed further than
past societies; and the will of the majority,
removed by way of coersive force is
sensing a path forward for the better.

Many who have held power through
deceit and abuse are working to make
what restitution they can, before their 
failures towards the human race are 
made known.

Baby
Boomers

57+

Gen
X

41+

Millennial

25+

Gen
Alpha

THE EXPERIENCE POOL



Communicative
Ability

Timewave

Reflect on what it 
must have been 

like?!?!?



PATHWAYSPATHWAYS

LIVE AUTHENTICALLY
The Structure of this Public Trust

Tools For Individuals Tool for Groups

A bridge for resolving abuse.

Foundation

Mediation & Witnessing
Services

Systemic bridges for resolving
abuse cycles around us.

•Seeking closure for the wronged•
•Pax Indigo: for Wrong-Doers and wronged•
•Serving all collars White, Blue, Grey, etc.•

Business

Are You Ready For the
EXPERIENCE AGE?

Has your business adjusted for the 
EXPERIENCE AGE?

•Patterns for Leadership•
•Creation & Flow courses•

•Build sustainable mini-markets•
•Find your Compass and take the lead•

FoundationSupport

Art & Culture
Meme Trader

Our art is in the restoration
of local economies.

•Discover your energy channels•
•Control through Creative Outlets•

•Learn serious fun in serious times•

www.uneducatedphilosophy.ca
www.curtisbrothers.org
www.ageofartifacts.com
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